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Abstract. Social media data can be viewed as “mixed model” data that
reflect interesting community behavior. We take a graph-centric view of
microblogs and develop a user-defined specification of a community on
these social graphs. We demonstrate the temporal behavior of commu-
nities can be captured by a set of graph metrics. We describe a system
which transforms a Twitter stream into a node and edge colored graph,
computes a user-defined community structure over a tumbling window,
and maintains this structure to answer continuous queries. The system
is currently being applied for social science research in studying political
behavior and extracting events.
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1 Introduction

Over the last decade, social media have become a part of our lives. By one ac-
count close to 1.7 billion people in the world have an active social media presence.
They play, work and socialize online [1], thus producing and consuming enor-
mous amounts of dynamic data [2]. The characteristic that clearly distinguishes
the dynamic nature of social media data from other data sources is based on
its rich user interaction. This interaction leads to the formation of communities.
Although the precise definition of a community differs amongst researchers, a
community roughly refers to subgroups of a socially interacting population that
exhibit a closer-than-normal intra-group patterns of communication and inter-
action with one another due to some common interest, situation or cause. The
pattern of interactions and the nature of the community structure have been
studied by many researchers [3, 4, 5, 6, 7], who have modeled the properties of
social media communities and have developed techniques to detect communities
formed through user interactions [8] for social circle discovery [9].

In this paper we focus on the dynamics of communities in the social media.
Online communities are almost never fixed in time – they evolve. They can be
created or are organically born; they grow, shrink, split, merge and disappear
with time. These phases of the evolution of social media communities are impor-
tant because they often relate to actual events that occur in the real world. Thus,



detecting evolutionary shifts in social media act as a proxy to the detection of
real world events which are hard to detect from slower-moving data sources.
A Motivating Example. Elections in any country is a well known area of
social discourse. We consider the 2016 elections in the US and observe a social
medium like Twitter which has many stable support groups for candidates as
well as many groups that dynamically form as new issues come into focus or new
events happen. Social scientists who study public behavior would like to answer
continuous queries like:
Are social media communities around the issue of immigration tightly knit? Is
this community gaining support? (Q1)
What are the primary discussion topics among communities formed around the
Orlando shooting events? How are they changing with time? (Q2)
Based on the unusual emergence of social media communities, detect external
events that might have occurred around a presidential candidate. (Q3)
Challenges. While community detection, community evolution detection, and
burst detection are not new problems, most algorithms are not designed for a
continuous query setting for real time data. The real-time requirement brings
in several new challenges. 1. Social media data is ingested not as a graph but
as a semistructured data stream, e.g., as XML or JSON. The system needs to
continually construct the graph from the data stream before evaluating queries.
2. Community detection algorithms [10] are based on global metrics like modular-
ity. New algorithms [11] have been designed for dynamically changing networks.
The algorithm in [11], for example, has an optimistic complexity of O(|E|) where
|E| is the number of edges, indicating that with a dynamic and continuous in-
flux of edges, the algorithm will be increasingly slower. 3. Given the increasing
usefulness of community detection in social media, it is imperative the query op-
erators need to be developed for it. While graph query languages like Cypher are
available, they do not have any query primitives or algebraic operators that sup-
port temporal grouping over subgraphs and time-series operations over changing
properties of subgraphs.
In this paper, we describe a part of a system called AWESOME (Analytical
Workbench for SOcial MEdia) designed to collect, process, store, query and
analyze real-time social media data. Specifically, we describe how the above
challenges are addressed in the AWESOME system.

2 Data Model

We view social media data as a temporal property graph. One can think of
property graph G is a graph (i.e., a network) containing nodes V and edges E
such that any vertex v ∈ V has a set of properties represented as attribute-
value pairs. Similarly, any edge e ∈ E also has its own properties. A node
may be typed - given a vocabulary TN of node types, every node v has an
associated function τ(v) : V 7→ TN that maps to a member of TN . Similarly
for every edge e ∈ E, the function λ(e) : E 7→ L is used to map an edge to L,
a vocabulary of edge labels. Every node and edge has a distinguished property



called creationTime which records when the node (or edge) came to existence.
In Figure 1, the nodes include the tweet itself, and all its components that

Fig. 1. The environment of Tweet as a Graph

are potentially sharable including the hashtags, URLS, the users who created
the tweet, and those that are mentioned in the tweet. The edges of the graph
represent relationships between these nodes including TweetedBy: Tweets 7→
Users, ReTweetedFrom: Tweets 7→ Tweets and HashTageUsedBy: Hashtags 7→
Users because they capture common interest points, and often demonstrate how
a hashtag is picked up by a community of users who rally around a cause. We also
use co-occurrence edges - e.g., if a tweet contains two hashtag nodes, we construct
a new edge labeled HashTComnetioned that connect these two hashtag nodes.
Although we use tweets as our examples through this paper, the data model
applies to other social media data (like Facebook, blogs, . . .) that AWESOME
is designed to handle.

2.1 A Model for Communities

In social media, the term ”community” has taken different meanings. In this
work we consider communities formed around social media activities around
interest-drive communities.

We adopt a ”local seed” model to identify a community. This local seed
is a user-specified small weakly connected undirected subgraph that were created
within a specific time window. A seed graph can be a single node (e.g., a hashtag),
a set of nodes specified by a predicate on node properties (e.g., hashtag nodes
generated in the last 5 minutes containing the string Clinton), an edge (e.g., the
edge labeled hashtcomenntioned connecting hashtags #MakeAmericaGreatAgain
and #Trump), or a triangle formed by nodes that satisfy a user-defined graph
predicate over nodes, edges, and their properties (e.g., the triangle formed by
the nodes @realDonaldTrump, #ImWithYou and #MAGA). Given a user-specified
seed graph like the above, a community is the largest connected subgraph which



(a) exists in the k-neighborhood of the seed within a specified temporal window,
(b) consists of the nodes or edge types specified by the community constraint –
i.e., set of node or edge labels to be included in the result graph, and (c) satisfies
a cohesiveness metric (see below) that must be above a threshold θ.

Fig. 2. The immediate neighborhood of a seed tweet

We call the nodes and edge of the seed graph the core of the community, and
the remaining nodes and edges members of the community.
An Example. In Figure 2, the center of the red cluster is the seed node that
represents a tweet whose text has the substring “Dr. Carson” and which has a
retweet count greater than 6. To find the community that this tweet belongs to
we compute a metric in the seed graph’s (in this case a node’s) neighborhood.
Suppose our community constraint restricts community to only include edges
labeled HashTComnetioned and HashTagUsedBy. So the node types in the re-
sulting community will contain the domains and ranges of these edges (namely,
hashtag, User, and Tweet nodes). Figure 3 shows this community.

2.2 Cohesiveness of a Community

The cohesiveness of a community is a measure of how ”tight” the community
is. We build on the definition of a truss value of an edge [12]. The truss value
τ(e) of an edge e in a graph G is the number of triangles in G that share edge e.
Following [12], a k-truss subgraph is a connected subgraph such that every edge
of the subgraph has a truss value at least k. Since the community is defined by
a user specification (i.e., a query), we modify the k-truss based definition of a
community as follows.

Definition 2.1 (Community) Given a seed graph G′ ⊂ G, where G is a graph
constructed from social media data, and a threshold θ, a community is a k-
truss neighborhood N of core(G′) for which agg(trussV alue) ≥ θ such that
nodes(N) ⊆ constraints(G) edges(N) ⊆ constraints(G).

where constraints(G) is the set of nodes and edge labels specified by the user
and agg(trussV alue) is an aggregate measure like the median of the truss values



Fig. 3. Community around the seed of the ”Dr. Carson” tweet.

in the community. One can place further constraints on this definition including
the minimum size of the community or the maximum distance of a node from
the core of the graph. However, we focus on the computation of a basic cohesive
community from a real-time social media data stream.

2.3 Community Features

The evolution of social media community is based on a number of temporally
varying structural and semantic properties that can be computed from a social
media graph. The AWESOME system currently uses a few of them to track
temporal changes of a community.
Community Size: Community size is measured in terms of the number of nodes
and edges. A community grows in size if the node number grows over time and
is denser if edges over a fixed set of nodes (e.g., hashtag nodes) grows.
Theme of a community: Given a community C, the theme of C is denoted
thm(C) is a collection of hashtag terms used in C. Often the users are interested
in top-n hashtags based on their count within a specified time period.
SubNetworks: Subnetworks of the community may have their own distinctive
behavior. A graph projection operation can extract a subnetwork induced by
subsets of nodes within a community. For example, extracting user network(s)
from a community over consecutive periods of time distinguishes between the
growth of a user base vs. growth of media activity from the same user pool.
Density of a Community : The density of a community is the ratio of mem-
ber nodes and the total number of nodes of the same type in a community within
particular period. For example, user density of a community for a given time is
the ratio of the total number of users of the community and the total number



of users of the graph within the same period.
Velocity of a Community The velocity of a community measures the growth
rate of the community and is determined by the ratio of the increase of a par-
ticular type of nodes for a community and the overall growth of the same kinds
of nodes for a given time.

3 Computing Communities in Real-Time

In order to calculate the truss value, we directly ingest tweets from the stream
as a part of the Awesome system. Additionally, we use a set of related keywords
to improve the quality of the data. The semistructured tweet (typically in JSON
format) is transformed to our data model as a part of the model transformation
described in section 2. Model transformation and community detection are con-
current and continuous processes. Here we record node and edge creation time
as the reference time. Algorithm 1 computes truss values of edges over batches of
tweet graphs, and then invokes computes communities procedure over the same
batch. Results of the truss value and the corresponding community stored in a
B-Linked Tree.
Graph Construction : Model transformation constructs the graph with dif-
ferent types of nodes and edges with a set of properties through the adaptive
batch control mechanism, which balances the number of thread and available
connection pools of the graph storage. The community determination algorithm
runs on the constructed graph by maintaining a tuple-based window depending
on the configurable batch size.
Truss Calculation : Algorithm 1 calculates the truss value using a tuple-based
window. Depending on conditions like edge type, time ranges, etc. it retrieves
a subgraph from the graph storage and calculates the number of triangles for
each edge. Inputs of the algorithm are edgeType, timestamp and comnStruct,
where edgeType is a user supplied edge label (in this case ‘HashtComentioned’),
timeStamp is the system time stamp recorded at the time of data actually
fetched and comnStruct is the B-link tree as described.
Community Information Detection : For each truss value, we get a corre-
sponding edge and two nodes attached to that edge. In our case both nodes are
hashtags. For each of the node, we find all adjacency nodes using algorithm 1.
As we have total three types of nodes, we maintain a list for each type. We use
a native database call to find those nodes and stores them inside the B-Linked
Tree.

3.1 Supporting Continuous Queries

The second challenge in this design is to support continuous queries. We have
designed three operators to monitor the evaluation of the community and answer
the community-related queries. Let us consider four example queries :
1. Find out the list of users who have been directly influenced by the Hashtag



Algorithm 1 Community Analysis Algorithm

1: procedure comunityTruss(edgeType, timeStamp, comnStruct)
2: edgeID : List[]← ∅ . Initialize edgeId List as null
3: tvalueList : List[]← ∅ . Declare a List for Trust value
4: comnInfo :: BLinkedTree← ∅ . Initialized a B-Linked Tree
5: tedge← getCount(relationName) . Determine the total number of edges
6: msize← BATCHSIZE . Setup BATCHSIZE depending upon memory
7: nbatch← (tedge/msize)
8: while i < nbatch do
9: edgeID[]← getedgeId(i, nbatch); . List of edge values

10: i← i + nbatch
11: tvalueList[]← getTrussV alue(edgeId, nodeType) . Get the count of

common adjacent nodes by using native database
12: for i=0 ; i < tvalue.size(); i++ do
13: cond← verifyCondition(tvalueList.get(i)) . Verify the user defined

conditions like upper bound lower bound etc.
14: if cond == true then
15: GETCOMMUNITYINFO(tvalueList, comnInfo[]) . Algorithm 2

. End of one time window
16: timeStamp← getcurrenT imeStamp()
17: comnStruct.add(comnInfo, timestamp) return comnStruct

18: procedure GetCommunityInfo(tList, commInfor[]) . Procedure for
19: size← travelList.size()
20: while i < size do
21: id← tList.getID()
22: commInfo.add(id, listhtag[], listuser[], listtweet[])
23: i← i + 1

#MakeAmericaGreatAgain from time t1 to t2. (Q1’)
2. What Hashtags correlate with #MakeAmericaGreatAgain from t1 to t2? (Q2’)
3. What other active hashtags have the same theme as #MakeAmericaGreatA-
gain? (Q3’)
4. Given hashtags #MakeAmericaGreatAgain and #ImWithYou which one is
most popular hashtag from t1 to t2? (Q4’)
Seed Graph: Systems will generate required information from the input seeds.
For the first case, the user will input the name of the hashtag i.e. ‘#MakeAm-
ericaGreatAgain’ and the time. Then the query manager will run some native
database calls to get the required information in this context. If user’s input is
any set of nodes or a pattern, then Query Manager will construct a graph query
to obtain matches to the seed before continuing with the truss computation. For
the first query we will construct a set of operations Listed in Algorithm 2. Query
manager will use a native database call to get edge id’s.
listedgeId[] ← Match(nHtag, t1, t2, relation) where nHtag is the name of the
Hashtag and the relation is HashTcomnetioned. Match is the native graph
database call which will return a list of edge ids. Once we determine the edge id
then we will query on our B-Linked tree to get the list by following function:
userList[] ← GetCommunityMember(”user”, idEdge[], t1, t2) where user is



node type and idEdge is the id of the edge. It will return userList[] the list
of directly influenced users. Similarly the co-mentioned hashtag set is:

Algorithm 2 Example Query:1

1: procedure exampleQuery:1(tList, commInfor[])
2: listEdgeId[]←Match(nHtag, t1, t2, relation)
3: while i < list.size() do
4: userList[]← GetCommunityMember(”user”, idEdge, t1, t2)
5: hashtacList← GetCommunityMember(”user”, idEdge, t1, t2)

return userList

hashtacList[]← GetCommunityMember(”user”, idEdge, t1, t2)

which is the answer of (Q2’). However, to answer (Q3’), We need to determine the
theme of the community, Algorithm 3 is to find the theme of a community. Our
algorithm assumes a distance from the primary node to determine community
boundary. This distance is configurable depending upon the characteristics of
the graph or user’s choice. It takes startTime , endTime to define the time
windows, edgeId(eID) to identify the community, distance to control the hops
and themeCommunity as the output list. Using this algorithm, we can directly
find the other active hashTagList.
tCommun[] ← GetCommunityTheme(t1, t2, eID,memType, tCommun[]) The
last question,Q4 is to compute the velocity of hashTag. Hence, for each hashtag
we measure the relative growth for a particular period and compare them. First,
we derive the density and then the velocity of the given hashtags of that duration.
For ‘Density’ we use the following formula : D = Nc(t)/Nt(t) where, Nc(t) is the
total number of nodes for a particular type of a community at the t time interval
and Nt(t) is the total number of nodes of the same type from overall graph during
the same time interval. Similarly we can derive the velocity functions:
Vt+δ = (Dt+δ−Dt)/δ where Dt is the density value for time interval t and Dt+δ

is the density of time interval of (t+δ). Vt+δ is the velocity of time (t+δ) Hence,
to answer our query we will use velocity function :

V elht1 ← getCommunityV elocity(t1, t2, edgeId[], ”hashTag”)
V elht1 ← getCommunityV elocity(t1, t2, edgeId[], ”hashTag”)

The difference of V elht1 and V elht2 will determine the answer.

3.2 Architecture and Experimental Setup

For the experimental setup, we used two Linux virtual servers and one perfor-
mance monitoring server. Each has 16 GB RAM, 500 GB Cloud storage and 8
Intel CPU with 2659.99 Mhz processing speed. We used Neo4j version 3.0 Com-
munity Edition as the Graph Server, and its query language Cypher to construct
seed queries.
Results. Our database contains 140899 nodes and 650050 edges. Figure 4.(a)
represents CPU performance of the Graph creation, which shows small batch



Algorithm 3 Calculation of Community Info

1: procedureGetCommunityTheme(startT ime, endT ime, edgeId, distance, themeCommunity)
. Procedure for

2: themeCommunity ← tempList
3: if distance > 0 then
4: for int i = 0;i < community.size(); i++ do
5: tempList← ∅
6: getCommunityTheme(startT ime, endT ime, edgeId, distance, themeCommunity)

7: if distance <= 0 then
8: flag ← false

return themeCommunity[]

9: procedure GetCommunityMember(memeberType, themeCommunity[]) .
Procedure for find Member of a community

10: while distance > 0 do
11: for int i = 0;i < themeCommunity.size(); i++ do
12: tempNode.add(getNode(memeberType, themeCommunity.getNode(i)))

13: distance← distance− 1
return tempNode

14: procedureGetCommunityDensity(startT ime, endT ime, edgeId,memeberType)
. Procedure for find Density of a Community

15: density → ListMember.size()/totalMemberSize return density

16: procedure getCommunityVelocity(startT ime, endT ime, edgeId,memeberType)
. Procedure for find Density of a Community

17: velocity → densityt2 − densityt1/timeinterval return density

size may open more processes in the system. Hence, CPU-IO and CPU-user
become the bottleneck, increasing context switches and IO interrupts. However,
an optimal batch size will avoid this. We have monitored truss and community
calculation with different batch sizes to verify the polynomial time behavior
of the algorithm. For truss calculation and community determination, we have
tested with different volumes of data. Figure 4.(b) shows those results. For 80000
nodes it took almost 70 seconds. Our experiments indicate that the optimal batch
size for our setup is 2000 - 3500 queries.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we demonstrated a query-driven method to detect evolving com-
munities in real time. We could not provide more details of the system due to
lack of space. In future work, we intend to show that our technique generalizes to
use any local metric beyond k-truss and that our ingestion mechanism is resilient
to data rate variations.
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